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We give a general boundedness criterion, analogous to the T1 Theorem, for
singular integrals mapping L p to Lq, q<p. As an easy corollary of this result, we
deduce the KatoPonce ‘‘Leibniz Rule’’ for fractional order derivatives. We also
study commutators of parabolic singular integrals and deduce pointwise a.e.
convergence of truncations of a class of parabolic singular integrals which includes
the caloric double-layer potential on the boundary of a non-cylindrical domain.
 1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF RESULTS
The T1 Theorem of David and Journe [DJ] provides a very powerful
tool for analyzing the multilinear singular integrals which arise in the
theory of elliptic partial differential equations. Consider, for example,
the first ‘‘Caldero n Commutator,’’
C(a) f (x)#p .v . |
R
A(x)&A( y)
(x& y)2
f ( y) dy, (1.1)
where a#A$ # L. The T1 Theorem reduces the fundamental problem of
establishing L2 boundedness of the operator f  C(a) f (a result obtained
originally by Caldero n [Ca]) to showing that C(a) 1 # BMO. But a simple
integration by parts argument shows that C(a) 1#Ha, where H is the
Hilbert transform, and it is well known that H : L  BMO. Thus, the T1
Theorem is an effective instrument for analyzing C(a) because it exploits the
multilinear nature of this operator. That is, one takes the point of view that
C(a) f defines an operator acting on both f and a. In this sense, the
boundedness of C(a) ‘‘along the diagonal’’, i.e. from L2  L2, and hence
from L p  L p, 1<p<, can be viewed as an endpoint estimate: a belongs
to the endpoint space L. In [Ca], Caldero n also obtained analogous
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results when a # Lr, 1<r<. In this case, one has the ‘‘off-diagonal’’
estimate C(a) : L p  Lq, where 1p+1r=1q.
In this note, we formulate and prove a general boundedness criterion
analogous to the T1 Theorem, for singular integrals having this sort of ‘‘off
-diagonal’’ mapping property. We also give several applications. Two of
our applications are parabolic analogues of (1.1) and its generalizations.
This is no accident. One reason that (1.1), for example, is so amenable to
multilinear analysis is that, viewed as an operator acting on a, with f fixed,
it is just as nice as the operator f  C(a) f, with a fixed. In either case,
the operator has a ‘‘standard’’ Caldero nZygmund kernel. This sort of
symmetry need not hold in the parabolic case, and in general, the operators
that one obtains in that setting by holding f fixed may be ‘‘rough’’
operators. In particular, the endpoint case r= can be somewhat more
problematic. This point is explained in more detail in [H1]. On the other
hand, ‘‘rough’’ operators can sometimes exhibit better behavior away from
the endpoint. Indeed, we show in this note that the parabolic commutator
does behave exactly like (1.1) when 1<r<.
Let us now formulate our main result. We shall do this in the context of
parabolic homogeneity, since two of our three applications are parabolic,
but the reader may easily verify that the theorem holds also in the elliptic
case. Indeed, we could even prove a general ‘‘mixed homogeneity’’ version
(see Fabes and Riviere [FR1, FR2]), but in order to lighten the exposition
we shall restrict our attention to the parabolic case. To this end, we shall
use the notational convention that u, v, w and z denote points in Rn, where
z=(x, t) # Rn&1_R, w=( y, s) # Rn&1_R, etc.; sometimes we write x=z$,
t=zn . We endow Rn with the parabolic pseudo-norm &z&=&(x, t)&, which
is defined to be the unique positive solution \ of
:
n&1
j=1
x2j
\2
+
t2
\4
=1, (x, t){0, (1.2)
and we note that this ‘‘norm’’ is invariant with respect to the non-isotropic
dilations (x, t)  (*x, *2t). I.e., &*:z&=* &z&, where throughout this paper
: shall denote the multi-index (1, ..., 1, 2), so that if z=(x, t), then
*:z=(*x, *2t), *&:z#\x* ,
t
*2+ . (1.3)
Following, e.g., [DJ], we shall consider operators T defined initially as
mappings from D into D$ (here D#C0 , and D$ is its dual), and we
assume that T is associated to a kernel K(z, w), in the sense that
Tf (z)=| K(z, w) f (w) dw,
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whenever z  supp f, f # C 0 . Usually, we shall have that K(z, w) satisfies
the following ‘‘r-standard‘‘ size condition:
|K(z, w)|(h0(z)+h0(w)) &z&w&&d, (1.4)
for some non-negative h0 # Lr. Here, d=n+1, the homogeneous dimension
of parabolic Rn. We shall impose an ‘‘r-standard’’ regularity condition
|K(z, w)&K(z, v)|+|K(w, z)&K(v, z)|
(h1(z)+h1(w)+h1(v))
&v&w&=
&z&w&d+=
, (1.5)
for some = # (0, 1], and for some non-negative h1 # Lr. We note at this
point that these conditions, and indeed, our theorem itself, are in the spirit
of another sort of ‘‘off-diagonal’’ T1 Theorem, due to Coifman, David,
Meyer, and Semmes [CDMS], who gave necessary and sufficient condi-
tions for a generalized singular integral operators to map L2| into L
2
|&1 ,
where the weight | belongs to the Muckenhoupt class A1 . For our applica-
tions, it seems more useful to have an L p  Lq version, rather than a
theorem about weighted L2 with different weights. Of course, the two issues
are closely related.
Following [DJ], and [CDMS], we introduce an ‘‘r-Weak Boundedness
Property’’ (r-WBP). Let 4(z, *) denote the space of all , # C 0 , supported
in the ball
2*(z)#[w : &z&w&<*], (1.6)
and satisfying
sup "\ x+
#
\ t+
}
," *&(|#| +2}), 0|#|+}2 (1.7)
where # denotes an (n&1)-dimensional multi-index, and } # [0, 1, 2]. We
say that T satisfies r-WBP if there exists a fixed non-negative h2 # Lr such
that for all z # Rn, *>0, and , , # 4(z, *), we have
|(, T,) |m2*(z)h2*
d, (1.8)
where for a ball 2,
m2h#
1
|2| |2 h.
The reader may readily verify that, for example, (1.8) holds with h2=Ch0
if T is associated to an anti-symmetric kernel K(z, w)=&K(w, z) which
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satisfies the size condition (1.4). We recall that in general, K(w, z) is the
operator associated to T*, the transpose of T.
We are now ready to state:
Theorem 1.1. Suppose that 1<r<, and 1<p, 1q<, and
1p+1r=1q (thus, p and q$ cannot be simultaneously infinite). We assume
that T satisfies r-WBP (1.8) and that its associated kernel satisfies (1.5). We
suppose also that T1, T*1 # Lr (in a sense to be described below). Then
T extends to a bounded operator from L p  Lq, and furthermore
&Tf &qCp, q, r(&h1&r+&h2&r+&T1&r+&T*1&r) & f &p .
In addition, if T1=0, then in the case p= we may replace & f & by
& f &BMO ; if T*1=0, then in the case q=1 we may replace &Tf &1
by &Tf &H1 . Conversely, if (1.5) and the a priori estimates
|(Tf, g) |C &g&r$ & f &
|(Tf, g) |& f &r$ &g&
hold for all f, g # C 0 , then necessarily T1, T*1 # L
r.
Before proving this theorem in Section 2, we now discuss some applica-
tions. The first is an almost immediate corollary of the elliptic version of
Theorem 1.1. It is a ‘‘Leibniz rule’’ for fractional order derivatives, due
originally to Kato and Ponce [KP]. We recall that one can define a
fractional order differentiation operator D;, 0<;<1, by
(D;A)7 (!)# |!| ; A (!).
We have
Corollary 1.2 (KatoPonce). Let p, q and r be as in Theorem 1.1, and
suppose that 0<;<1. Then
&D;(Af )&AD;f &qCp, q, r &D;A&r & f &p .
Remark 1.1. The ‘‘diagonal’’ case r= (with D;A # BMO) is due to
M. Murray [Mu].
Proof of Corollary 1.2. We may assume D;A # Lr, i.e. A=I;a, a # Lr,
where I; denotes the usual Riesz potential of order ; (if rn;, then I;a
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is well defined module constants). We define a smooth cut-off function
’ # C 0 [&11, 11], ’#1 on [&10, 10], and set, for *>0,
|x|;&n=|x|;&n ’ \ |x|* ++|x| ;&n \1&’ \
|x|
* ++
#k1*(x)+k2*(x).
Setting *=|x&x~ |, we observe that
|A(x)&A(x~ )|| k1*(x& y) |a( y)| dy+| k1*(x~ & y) |a( y)| dy
+| |k2*(x& y)&k2*(x~ & y)| |a( y)| dy
C*;(Ma(x)+Ma(x~ )). (1.9)
Thus, we obtain the r-standard estimates (1.4) and (1.5) for the kernel
K(x, y)#
A(x)&A( y)
|x& y|n+;
,
which (up to a constant multiple) is the kernel of the operator
f  [D;, A] f #D;(Af )&AD;f.
Furthermore, the anti-symmetry of this kernel along with (1.4) imply
r-WBP (1.8). Finally, setting f #1, we obtain
[D;, A] 1=D;A # Lr.
Corollary 1.2 now follows immediately from Theorem 1.1. K
In our second application, we discuss the L p  Lq mapping properties of
parabolic Caldero n Commutators. Let H(z) # C2(Rn"[0]) satisfy the
homogeneity property
H(*:z)#*&d&1H(z) (1.10)
(recall that d=n+1 is the homogeneous dimension of parabolic Rn), and
the cancellation property
|
Sn&1
H(_) _ j8(_) d_=0, 1 jn&1, (1.11)
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where, in parabolic polar coordinates
z#\:_, dz#\d&1 d\ 8(_) d_.
Here, _#(_$, _n) # Sn&1, \#&z&, and 8(_)=1+_2n . We define a parabolic
derivative and fractional integral operator by
(Dpar f )7 (‘)#&‘& f (‘)
(1.12)
(Ipar f )7 (‘)#&‘&&1 f (‘).
The parabolic analogue of (1.1) is
K(A) f (z)#p .v . | [A(z)&A(w)] H(z&w) f (w) dw. (1.13)
We have
Corollary 1.3. Let p, q and r be as in Theorem 1.1. Then
&K(A) f &qCp, q, r &Dpar A&r & f &p .
Remark 1.2. A characterization of those functions A for which the case
r= holds is given in [H1].
Proof of Corollary 1.3. We may assume that DparA # Lr, i.e. that
A=Ipara, a # Lr. If J(z) denotes the kernel of Ipar , then by [FR1] we have
that J # C(Rn"[0]), and
J(*:z)#*&d+1J(z). (1.14)
For *>0, and a smooth cut-off function ’ as above, we write
J(z)#J(z) ’ \&z&* ++J(z) \1&’ \
&z&
* ++
#J 1*(z)+J 2*(z).
Setting *#&z&w&, we observe that
|A(z)&A(w)|| |J 1*(z&v) a(v)| dv+| |J 1*(w&v) a(v)| dv
+ } | (J 2*(z&v)&J 2*(w&v)) a(v) dv }
#I+II+III. (1.15)
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By (1.14),
I+IIC*(Ma(z)+Ma(w)),
where in this case M denotes the parabolic HardyLittlewood maximal
function. We let {x denote the gradient taken with respect to the space
variable, and let z$, w$ denote the spatial components of z and w. Then
III| |(J 2*(z&v)&J 2*(w&v)&(z$&w$) } {xJ 2*(w&v)) a(v)| dv
+ }(z$&w$) } | {xJ 2*(w&v) a(v) dv }
*(Ma(w)+T
*
a(w)),
where
T
*
a(w)#sup
=>0 } |&w&v&>= {xJ(w&v) a(v) dv }.
By [FR1], {x J is the kernel of a ‘‘nice’’ Lr bounded parabolic singular
integral operator. Thus, (1.4) and (1.5) hold, with &h0 &r+&h1&r
C &a&r .
Next, we show that K(A) 1 # Lr (the transpose of K(A) can be handled
by an identical argument). It is enough to prove the corollary for a # C 0 .
We write K(A)1 in parabolic polar coordinates, and then integrate by parts
to obtain
K(A) 1(z)=p .v . |
S n&1
H(_) |

0
(A(z)&A(z$&\_$, zn&\2_n))
d\
\2
8(_) d_
=p .v . |
S n&1
H(_) _$ } |

0
{xA(z$&\_$, zn&\2_n)
d\
\
8(_) d_
+2 |
S n&1
H(_) _n |

0

zn
A(z$&\_$, zn&\2_n) d\ 8(_) d_
#I+II.
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By (1.2) on the Fourier transform side, and recalling (1.12), we see that
Dpar= :
n&1
j=1
Rj

zj
+RnDn ,
where
(Rj f )7 (‘)#
‘j
&‘&
, 1 jn&1
(1.16)
(Rn f )7 (‘)#‘n &‘&2
define the parabolic Riesz transforms, and where the half-order time
derivative Dn is defined by
(Dn f )7 (‘)#
‘n
&‘&
(1.17)
(i.e. Dn #Ipar(zn)). Thus,
&{xA&r+&DnA&r r&Dpar A&r #&a&r .
Also, by (1.11), I defines a ‘‘nice’’ parabolic singular integral operator act-
ing on {x A. Thus
&I&rC &a&r .
Furthermore,

zn
A=Dpar DnA,
so that II=I par Dpar DnA, where I par denotes convolution with the kernel
J (z)#zn H(z). (1.18)
Thus J (*:z)=*&d+1J (z), J (z) # C 2(Rn"[0]), so that I par is a generalized
parabolic fractional integral operator. A standard LittlewoodPaley
argument, for example, may be used to show that I par Dpar is bounded on
Lr, and we conclude that &K(A) 1&rC &a&r .
To finish the proof of Corollary 1.3, it remains only to verify r-WBP
(1.8). Let ,,  be supported in a ball 2*(z0). By dilation invariance, we
may take *=1. We write K(A) , in parabolic polar coordinates, and
integrate by parts so that
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K(A) ,(x, t)=p .v . |
Sn&1
H(_) |

0
[A(x, t)&A(x&\_$, t&\2_n)]
_,(x&\_$, t&\2_n)
d\
\2
8(_) d_
#p .v . |
Sn&1
H(_) _$ } |

0
{xA(x&\_$, t&\2_n)
_,(x&\_$, t&\2_n)
d\
\
8(_) d_
+2 |
S n&1
H(_) _n |

0

t
A(x&\_$, t&\2_n)
_,(x&\_$, t&\2_n) d\ 8(_) d_
+|
S n&1
H(_) _$ } |

0
[A(x, t)&A(x&\_$, t&\2_n)]
_{x,(x&\_$, t&\2_n)
d\
\
8(_) d_
+2 |
S n&1
H(_) _n |

0
[A(x, t)&A(x&\_$, t&\2_n)]
_

t
,(x&\_$, t&\2_n) d\ 8(_) d_
#I+II+III+IV
The term I, exactly like it’s analogue in our treatment of K(A) 1, is ‘‘nice’’
parabolic singular integral operator acting on ({x A) ,. Thus,
|(, I) |C &({xA) ,&1+$C \|21(z0) |{xA|
1+$+
11+$
,
where $ is a small number to be chosen. We can dominate {xA by the A1
weight
M( |{xA| r0)1r0, (1.19)
where 1<r0<r. If $ is then chosen small enough, the reverse Ho lder
property of A1 weights yields (1.8) for the contribution of I, in this case
with h2=(1.19).
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The term II is analogous to the term II in our treatment of K(A) 1. In
the present case,
II=| J (z&w) Dna(w) ,(w) dw,
where J is defined in (1.18), and where we have used that

t
A#

t
Ipar a#Dna.
By [FR1]
Dna(w)#p .v . | Dn(w&v) a(v) dv,
where Dn(w) is odd, has vanishing first moments in the space variable on
the sphere, belongs to C(Rn"[0]), and satisfies the homogeneity property
Dn(*:z)#*&d&1Dn(z). By our a priori assumption that a # C 0 , the
principal value is well-defined. Then
(, II) #(9, J V (Dn a,))
#(, J V (D1na,))+(, J V (D
2
n a,)) ,
#i+ii,
where
D1n(z)#Dn(z) /[z : &z&>1] .
Thus |D1n a|CMa. Also, since  and , are supported in 2#21(z0), we
may replace J by
J 1(z)#J (z) /[z : &z&2] .
Hence,
|i |C &J 1(& } ) V & |
2
Ma,
which implies (1.8) for this term. Also,
(ii)=(D2n([J
1(& } ) V ] ,), a/2) .
But by (1.7) with *=1, and by the definition of J 1, we have that (1.7) also
holds for ;#,[J 1(& } ) V ]. Recalling that D2n is odd and has vanishing
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first moments on the sphere, we can apply Taylor’s Theorem to ; to show
that
&Dn;&C.
The desired bound for (, II) follows easily. Finally, the terms III and IV
can be handled by straight-forward estimates, by returning to rectangular
coordinates and using (1.15). We omit the detail. This concludes the proof
of Corollary 1.3. K
Our remaining application concerns a.e. convergence of a certain class of
parabolic singular integrals including, in particular, the caloric double layer
potential. As this subject involves more complicated and technical estimates
than our previous applications, we defer our treatment of this issue until
Section 3. In the next section we prove our main result, Theorem 1.1.
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1
We begin by describing the sense in which we interpret the condition
‘‘T1 # Lr ’’, for an operator T which is defined initially only as a mapping
from D into D$. We define T1 (and T*1) via a standard device. Let
Q(z) # C 0 [&z&1], with  Q(z) dz=0. Set
Q*(z)#*&dQ(*&:z),
and denote also by Q* the operator defined by convolution with Q*(z). For
any such Q* , we define
Q* T1(z)#(Q*(z& } ), T1)
#(Q*(z& } ), T’(&z& }&*))
+(T*Q*(z& } ), 1&’(&z& }&*)) ,
where ’ is a smooth cut-off function as above. The last two terms make
sense by (1.8) and (1.5) respectively. This defines T1 as a distribution
modulo constants. As usual, it is routine to check that the definition is
independent of our choice of ’. A similar construction defines T*1. We
now fix a particular Q operator as above, call it q, suitably non-degenerate
so that for all h # Lr,
&h&r r"\|

0
|q*h|2
d*
* +
12
"r .
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We then define
&T1&r #"\|

0
|q* T1|2
d*
* +
12
"r ,
and similarly for T*1. For any other Q operator as above, we have
"\|

0
|Q*T1|2
d*
* +
12
"r CQ &T1&r ,
and the same for T*1.
Next we prove the necessity of the condition that T1 # Lr (the argument
for T*1 is identical). We assume that for all f, g # C 0 , we have the a priori
estimate
|(Tf, g) |C &g&r$ & f & .
It is enough to show that
|
&z&<R \|
R
0
|q*T1(z)|2
d*
* +
r2
dzC(1+&h1&rr)
with C independent of R<. To do this, we write 1#’(& }&R)+1&
’(& }&R)#’R+(1&’R), where ’ is a cut-off function as usual. Then
|
&z&<R \|
R
0
|q*T’R | 2
d*
* +
r2
dz|
Rn \|

0
|q*T’R |2
d*
* +
r2
dzC,
by LittlewoodPaley Theory, the assumed a priori inequality, and the fact
that &’&1. Furthermore, (1.5) implies that for any Q operator as
defined above
|Q*T(z, v)|CQ(h1(z)+m2*(z)h1+h1(v))
*=
&z&v&d+=
, (2.1)
whenever &z&v&>5*. Thus,
|
&z&<R \|
R
0
|q*T(1&’R)|2
d*
* +
r2
dz
C | |M(h1)(z)| r \|
R
0 \
*
R+
2= d*
* +
r2
dz
C= &h1& rr .
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We now turn to the proof of sufficiency. Following Coifman and Meyer
[CM], we choose an even, non-negative P(z) # C 0 (&z&1), with
 P(z) dz=1, and set
P*(z)#*&dP(*&dz).
Letting P* denote also convolution with the kernel P*(z), we write (at least
formally)
T#|

0

*
(P3*TP
3
*) d*
#|

0
P*Q (1)* } Q
(2)
* TP
3
*
d*
*
+|

0
P3*TP*Q
(1)
* } Q
(2)
*
d*
*
, (2.2)
where
(Q(1)* )
7 (‘)#(*‘$, 2*2‘n) P (*:‘)
(Q(2)* )
7 (‘)#(zP(z))7 (*:‘)
Since P is even, it has vanishing first moments. Thus Q (i)* , i=1, 2, each
define vector valued Q operators of the type defined previously. We remark
that one can make sense of the representation (2.2) by appropriate limiting
arguments which are now familiar in this subject, after first proving a priori
estimates for truncations of the d* integral. We shall argue formally,
suppressing the truncation, so as not to tire the reader with routine details.
By duality, it is enough to consider the first summand on the right hand
side of (2.2), and we wish to establish the a priori inequality
} |

0
(P*Q*TP3* f, Q* g)
d*
* }
C(&h1&r+&h2&r+&T1&r) & f &p &g&q$ , (2.3)
whenever f, g # C 0 , 1p+1r=1q, and 1<r<, 1<p, q$ (note that
p and q$ cannot both be infinite). In the case q$=, we shall replace &g&
by &g&BMO , and if p= and T1=0, we shall replace & f & by & f &BMO .
Here, and in the sequel, we shall for the sake of notational convenience
denote by Q* the operation of convolution with a ‘‘generic’’ Q*(z) as
defined above, not necessarily the same at each occurrence, but chosen
from a finite stock of such operators depending only upon our original
choice of P(z).
The proof follows the strategy of the proof of the T1 Theorem as given
in [CM] with a few technical modifications. We begin with an easy kernel
estimate whose proof (which is left to the reader) is a simple variant of the
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analogous argument in the case r=. The proof depends only upon (2.1)
and r-WBP (1.8).
Lemma 2.1. Set S* #P*Q*TP2* . Then
(i) |S*(z, w)|C(m210*(z) h2+m2*(z)h1+m2*(w)h1)*
=(*+&z&w&)d+=
(ii) |S*(z, w)&S*(z, v)|C(m210*(z)h2+m2*(z) h1+m2*(w) h1)&v&w&
=
(*+&z&w&)d+=
where (ii) holds whenever &v&w&*.
Now, again following [CM], see also Christ and Journe [CJ], we write
S*P* #(S*&S*1) P*+S* 1P*
#R*+S* 1P* . (2.4)
Clearly R* 1#0, and R*(z, w) satisfies the same estimates as does S* in
Lemma 2.1, (i) and (ii). Thus, if %*, we have
|R*Q% (z, w)|
C \%*+
=
(m210*(z) h2+m2*(z) h1+m2*(w)h1)
*=
(*+&z&w&)d+=
. (2.5)
To bound R* Q% in the case %>*, we first need a preliminary estimate. For
1<r0<r, and i=1, 2, we define
h i #(M(h r0i ))
1r0, (2.6)
which is an A1 weight. Thus, for any +1,
1
C
m2+*h iess inf2+*
h iess inf
2*
h lm2* h i . (2.7)
Hence,
|
2*&z&v&
*;
&z&v&d+;
m2*(v)h1 dv
C :

j=1
2& j;(2 j*)&d |
2 j*&z&v&<2 j+1*
m2*(v) h 1 dv
C :

j=1
2& j;(2 j*)&d |
2 j&1*&z&u&2 j+2*
h 1(u) *&d |
&u&v&*
dv du
Cm2*(z)h 1 . (2.8)
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We then have, if %>*,
|R*Q% (z, w)|
| |R*(z, v)| |Q% (v&w)&Q% (z&w)| dv
=|&z&v&<2*+|2*&z&v&2%+|&z&v&>2%
C _*% (m2*(z)h 2+m2*(z)h 1) %&d/[&z&w&3%]
+\*%+
=2
\m2*(z)h 2+m2*(z)h 1
+|
2*&z&v&2%
*=2
&z&v&d+=2
m2*(v) h1 dv+ %&d /[&z&w&3%]
+\*%+
=
\|&z&v&>2%
%=
&z&v&d+=
m2*(v) h1 dv+m2*(z)h 2+m2*(z)h 1+
_|Q% (z&v)|
+\*%+
= %=
&z&w&d+=
/[&z&w&%](m2*(z) h 2+m2*(z) h 1+m2%(w)h 1)&
C \*%+
=2 ==2
(%+&z&w&)d+=2
(m2*(z) h 2+m2*(z) h 1+m2*(w) h 1), (2.9)
where we have used (2.7), (2.8) and Lemma 2.1(i).
Next, we observe that since h i is an A1 weight, we have, by the same
reasoning as in (2.7)
m2+* h iCP*h i ,
for all +1, where C is independent of + (in fact, it depends only on r0
(see (2.6)) and our choice of P(z)0, as long as P(z)C>0 for
&z&12). Writing (again formallyto do this rigorously we would
truncate)
f =|

0
Q (1)% } Q
(2)
% f d%,
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we see that, by (2.5) and (2.9), the contribution of R* to (2.3) is controlled
by terms of the form
C |
Rn
|

0
|
*
0 \
%
*+
=
(P*h 2+P*h 1) 8* V |Q% f | |Q* g|
d%
%
d*
*
dz
+C |
Rn
|

0
|
*
0 \
%
*+
=
8* V (P*h 1 |Q% f | ) |Q* g|
d%
%
d*
*
dz
+C |
Rn
|

0
|

* \
*
%+
=2
(P*h 2+P*h 1) ,% V |Q% f | |Q* g|
d%
%
d*
*
dz
+C |
Rn
|

0
|

* \
*
%+
=2
,% V (P* h 1 |Q% f | ) |Q* g|
d%
%
d*
*
dz
#I+II+III+IV,
where
8*(z)#
*=
(*+&z&)d+=
,% (z)#
%=2
(%+&z&)d+=2
.
For the term I and III, the case p, q$< is now very straightforward: we
simply replace P*h i by Mh i rh i (since h i is an A1 weight), and 8* V |Q% f |,
,% V |Q% f | by M( |Q% f | ) and then apply the inequalities of Schwarz and
Ho lder in the d% d* and dz integrals respectively along with the vector
valued inequality for the maximal function (FeffermanStein [FS1]). We
omit the details. Furthermore, the terms II and IV can be treated in the
same fashion, if we use the self adjointness of the convolution operators
with kernels 8* and ,% .
The cases p=, q$<, and q$=, p< are a bit more delicate. In
the former case we may take f # BMO, and in the latter case, we may take
g # BMO.
We consider only the case p=, (the case q$= is essentially dual to
this one), and assume first that r=2=q$ in order to indicate the essential
ideas. By Schwarz’ inequality, the desired bound for terms I and III follow
immediately from the following Carleson measure estimates:
1
&d |2& |
&
0
|
*
0 \
%
*+
=
(8* V |Q% f | )2
d%
%
d*
*
dzC & f &2BMO
1
&d |2& |
&
0
|

* \
*
%+
=2
(,% V |Q% f | )2
d%
%
d*
*
dzC & f &2BMO .
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A more general version of these last two inequalities will be proved below.
Furthermore, the terms II and IV can be handled by similar (but simpler)
Carleson measure estimates, since convolution with the kernels 8* and ,%
define self-adjoint operators. More general to treat the r=q{2, we claim
that it is enough to prove the weighted Carleson measure estimates
1
|(2&) |2& |
&
0
|
*
0 \
%
*+
=
(8* V |Q% f | )2
d%
%
d*
*
|(z) dzC(A2) & f &2BMO (2.10)
1
|(2&) |2& |
&
0
|

* \
*
%+
=2
(,% V |Q% f | )2
d%
%
d*
*
|(z) dzC(A2) & f &2BMO , (2.11)
where | # A2 , and C(A2) depends on the A2 constant of |, but not on |
itself. To see that these last two estimates suffice, just take
|#|i #h r&2i , if r<2,
|=(M( | g|q0)) (r$&2)q0, 1<q0<r$, if r>2.
In the case r>2, we apply Schwarz, and then Ho lder, to each of I, II, III
and IV. The contribution of R* to (2.3) is, in this case, bounded by
C & f &BMO &g&2, | (&h1&2, |&1+&h2&2, |&1)
C & f &BMO &g&r$ (&h1&r+&h2&r).
On the other hand, in the case r<2, the terms I, II, III and IV are
dominated by
C & f &BMO (&g&2, |
1
&1 &h2&2, |1+&g&2, |2&1 &h2 &|2)
C & f &BMO &g&r$ (&h1&r+&h2 &r),
which is the desired bound in the present case.
We now turn to the proofs of (2.10) and (2.11). In each case, the proof
is a slight modification of the standard argument (FeffermanStein [FS2]).
Since Q%1=0, we may assume that f has mean value zero on 210& . We
write
f = f/210&+ f (1&/210&)# f1+ f2 .
The contribution of f1 to (2.10)+(2.11) is then dominated by a constant
times
1
|(2&) |Rn |

0
(M( |Q% f1 | ))2 |

0
min \\%*+
=
, \*%+
=2
+ d**
d%
%
w(z) dz
C(A2) & f &2BMO ,
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where we have used weighted LittlewoodPaley Theory, Ho lder’s
inequality, the ReverseHo lder and doubling properties of Ap weights, and
the JohnNirenberg Lemma, exactly as in Journe ’s lecture notes [J].
To treat the contribution of f2 , we consider (2.11) first. Note that
(,% V |Q% f2 | )(z)|Q% | V ,% V | f2 | (z)
C; \%&+
;
|
&z&v&>&
&;
&z&&&d+;
| f2(v)| dv,
for all ; # (0, =2), since z # 2& , v # (210&)C. But as in [FS2], this last
expressions dominated by
C \%&+
;
& f &BMO .
Thus, the contribution of f2 to (2.11) is no larger than
C & f &2BMO |
&
0
|

* \
*
%+
=2
\%&+
2; d%
%
d*
*
,
and the desired bound follows if we choose 0<;<=4. The term (2.10) can
be handled similarly. Indeed, for %*&, and z # 210& , we have
(8* V |Q% f2 | )(z)C |
*=
&z&w&d+=
%&d |
&z&v&10&
&w&v&%
| f2(v)| dv dw
C \*&+
=
|
&z&v&>10&
&=
&z&v&d+=
| f2(v)| dv,
since &z&w&r&z&v&. But his last expression is no larger than
C(*&)= & f &BMO , so that the contribution of f2 to (2.10) is dominated by
C & f &2BMO |
&
0 \
*
&+
2=
|
*
0 \
%
*+
= d%
%
d*
*
C & f &2BMO .
This concludes our treatment of R* .
We recall (2.4), that S*P* #R*+S*1P* . It therefore remains only to
treat
S*1P* #P*Q* T1P* ,
and we need to consider the contribution of this term to (2.3). If T1=0,
then we are done, and we have just seen that in the case p= we can
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replace & f & by & f &BMO . Otherwise, suppose that T1 # Lr, 1<r<. We
consider
} |

0
(P* Q* T1P* f, Q* g)
d*
* }. (2.12)
We note that P*Q* is also a ‘‘Q* ’’ operator. Thus, if f # L, (2.12) is
bounded by
C & f & &T1&r &g&r$ ,
by Schwarz, Ho lder, and LittlewoodPaley Theory. If both p, q$<, then
a similar argument yields the bound
C & f &p &T1&r &g&p$ ,
since |P* f |CMf. Finally, in the case q$=, we may assume that
g # BMO. If p=r=2, then the usual analysis of paraproducts implies
that (2.12) is no larger than
C &g&BMO & f &2 &T1&2 .
More generally, in the case r= p${2, we can use the weighted Carleson
measure theory to bound (2.12) by
C &g&BMO &G(T1)&2, |&1 & f &2, | , (2.13)
for an appropriate A2 weight | to be chosen momentarily, where
G(T1)#\|

0
|Q*T1| 2
d*
* +
12
.
Indeed, we set
|=(M | f | p0) ( p&2)p0, if p<2<r,
where 1<p0<p, and we set
|&1=(M((G(T1))r0)) (r&2)r0, if r<2<p,
where 1<r0<r. In either case, the bound
C &g&BMO &T1&r & f &p ,
now follows by applying Ho lder’s inequality in (2.13). This concludes the
proof of Theorem 1.1.
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3. POINTWISE A.E. CONVERGENCE OF CERTAIN
PARABOLIC SINGULAR INTEGRALS
Let K(z) satisfy the homogeneity property
K(*:z)#*&dK(z), (3.1)
and suppose that K # Cm(Rm"[0]) for some sufficiently large m. We
suppose that K(z) is either even or odd in the space (z$) variable, for each
fixed zn . Let A(z), B(z) be Lipschitz in z$ (uniformly in time), and suppose
that
&DnB&BMO+&DnA&BMO<,
where the half order time derivative Dn is defined in (1.17). The condition
&A&comm #&{x A&+&DnA&BMO< (3.2)
is sharp for the parabolic Caldero nZygmund Theory, in the sense that
(3.2) is equivalent to the L2  L2 operator norm of the first parabolic
Caldero n commutator [- 2&t, A], where 2&t denotes the usual
heat operator in Rn&1_R (see [H1] for the proof of this fact). In [H2,
Theorem 1], the present author has considered, in particular, singular
integrals of the form
Tf (z)#p .v . |
Rn
B(z)&B(v)&(z$&v$) } {xB(v)
&z&v&
_E \A(z)&A(v)&z&v& + K(z&v) f (v) dv
#p .v . |
Rn
L(z, v) f (v) dv, (3.3)
where K is described at the beginning of this section, and where either
(i) E=cosine, and K is even in z$; or
(ii) E=sine, and K is odd in z$.
Under the a priori assumption that f # C 0 , and B # C
, the principle
value exists. In [H2, Theorem 1], the following result is proved:
&Tf &pCp, K &B&comm (1+&A&comm)N & f &p ,
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for some N sufficiently large. As an immediate corollary, we may deduce
via Cotlar’s inequality (see, e.g., [J]), that
T
*
f (z)# sup
R, =>0 } |=<&z&v&<R L(z, v) f (v) dv }
satisfies
&T
*
f &pCp, K &B&comm (1+&A&comm)N & f &p . (3.4)
As usual, one may remove the a priori assumptions f # C 0 , B # C
 in
(3.4). Furthermore, by the method of Coifman, David and Meyer [CDM],
we may replace E in (3.3) by any sufficiently smooth function F having the
same parity as E. By the same method, we can also treat the Caloric
double layer potential, whose boundedness had previously been obtained
by Lewis and Murray [LM], by different methods (see [112] for more
details). This still leaves open the question of the a.e. existence of the
principal value in (3.3), without the a priori restriction B # C. In [LM],
this had been done for the Caloric double layer potential by adding up a
series of commutators which had been treated by induction. It seems likely
that the methods of [LM] could be extended to the more general
case (3.3), but since these operators were treated in [H2] via a direct
argument (i.e. without summing up commutators and bootstrapping the,
constant in (3.2)), it would seem desirable to give a direct proof of the a.e.
convergence of the truncated integrals. We shall give such a proof in this
section. We note that it suffices to treat (3.2): the case where the
trigonometric function E is replaced by a more general function F, and also
the case of the double layer potential can then be handled by the method
of [CDM], along with (3.4) and dominated convergence. We remark that
a.e. convergence in the case of the layer potentials is connected with
non-tangential convergence at the boundary of solutions to the heat equa-
tion in time varying domains.
We now proceed to prove the following
Theorem 3.1. Let T be defined as in (3.3), and let A, B satisfy (3.2).
Then
lim
=  0
R  
T=, R f (z)# lim
=  0
R  
|
=<&z&v&<R
L(z, v) f (v) dv
exists for a.e. z # Rn, and for all f # L p, 1<p<.
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Without loss of generality, we may assume that
&B&comm1. By (3.4), and a standard argument, we may assume that f # C 0 .
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For such f, the upper truncation is a moot point, and indeed, it suffices to
consider the a.e. existence of
lim
=  0
T=, 1 f (z)# lim
=  0 |=<&z&v&<1 L(z, v) f (v) dv.
Since pointwise convergence is a local property, we may restrict attention to
z in a unit ball, and therefore by a ‘‘localization lemma’’ proved in
[H2, Appendix], we may assume that
&Dpar B&r r&{xB&r+&DnB&rCr<, (3.5)
for all r # (1, ). Since the principal value exists for b#Dpar B # C 0 , and
since C 0 is dense in L
r, a standard argument reduces matters to proving that,
for b, f # C 0 , d<r<, and some N,
&T
**
f &rCr &Dpar B&r (1+&A&comm)N & f & , (3.6)
where
T
**
f (z)#sup
=>0 } |&z&v&>=
B(z)&B(v)&(z$&v$) } {xB(v)
&z&v&
_E \A(z)&A(v)&z&v& + K(z&v) f (v) dv }
#sup
=>0
|T= f (z)|,
and where &A&comm is defined in (3.2). The bound (3.6) follows immediately
from the following two estimates:
&Tf &rCr &Dpar B&r (1+&A&comm)N & f & , (3.7)
for all d<r<;
T
**
f (z)C & f & [M(Tf )(z)+(1+&A&comm)N [Mr0(D*B)(z)
+Mr0(M({xB))(z)+Mr0(M
2b)(z)+Mr0(S*({xB))(z)]],
(3.8)
where d<r0<r<, Mr0 f #(M( | f |
r0))1r0, b#DparB, and S* denotes a
‘‘nice’’ parabolic maximal singular integral operator bounded on Lr, and
where
D
*
B(z)# sup
v : v{z
|B(z)&B(v)|
&z&v&
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satisfies
&D
*
B&rCr &Dpar B&r , d<r<. (3.9)
This last inequality is a parabolic version of an unpublished lemma of
M. Weiss. A proof of a generalized version of this lemma, which includes (3.9)
as a special case, is given in an appendix to this paper written jointly with
L. Grafakos.
We now proceed to prove (3.8), while taking (3.7) for granted. The proof
of (3.7) will be given at the end of this section. We can prove (3.8) by modify-
ing slightly the proof of Cotlar’s inequality. We follow the proof of Cotlar’s
inequality as given in the lecture notes of Dahlberg and Kenig [DK]. Let
=>0 and z0 be given, and write
f (z)# f (z) /2=(z0)(z)+ f (z)[1&/2=(z0)(z)]# f1(z)+ f2(z).
By [H1],
|A(z)&A(v)|C &A&comm &z&v&.
Routine estimates therefore imply that, for &z&z0&<=2,
|Tf2(z)&Tf2(z0)|CA, K (D*B(z0) Mf (z0)+M({xBf )(z0))
CA, K & f & (D*D(z0)+M({xB)(z0)).
Thus, for &z&z0&<=2,
|T= f (z0)|# |Tf2(z0)||Tf2(z)|+CA, K & f & (D*B(z0)+M({xB)(z0))
|Tf (z)|+|Tf1(z)|+CA, K & f & (D*B(z0)+M({xB)(z0)).
We now consider two cases:
Case 1.
1
3 |T= f (z0)|CA, K & f & (D*B(z0)+M({x B)(z0))
(in this case we are done).
Case 2.
1
3 |T= f (z0)|>CA, K & f & (D*B(z0)+M({x B)(z0)).
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In the latter case, set ## |T= f (z0)|, and set 2#2=2(z0). Define
E1 #{z # 2 : |Tf (z)|>#3=
E2 #{z # 2 : |Tf1(z)|>#3=
Then 2=E1 _ E2 , so that
1
|E1 |
|2|
+
|E2 |
|2|
.
Now,
|E1 |
|2|

3
#
1
|2| |2 |Tf |
3
#
MTf (z0). (3.10)
Also,
|E2 |
|2|

3
# \
1
2 |2 |Tf1 |
r0+
1r0
, (3.11)
and by (3.7) and (3.5), and the fact that f1 is supported in 2=(z0), the last
expression is no larger than
Cr0 & f & (1+&A&comm)
N
# _\
1
|2| | |{xB |
r0+
1r0
+\ 1|2| | |Dn B | r0+
1r0
&
(3.12)
where, in (3.11), we have replaced (as we may) B by
B (v)#’ \&v&z0 &= + [B(v)&B(z0)].
Once again, ’ is our usual smooth cut-off function. Note that
|{x B |C( |{xB|+D*B) /211=(z0) . (3.13)
Also, by [FR1], and by our a priori regularization of B, we may write
DnB (z)= p .v . | Dn(z&v) B (v) dv,
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where Dn(z) is odd, smooth away from the origin, satisfies the homogeneity
property
Dn(*:z)#*&d&1Dn(z),
and has vanishing first spatial moments on the sphere (i.e., Dn(_) satisfies
(1.11)). Thus, for z # (230= z0))C,
DnB (z)
C
=
M(B )(z),
so that
\ 1|2| |(230=(z0))C |DnB |
r0+
1r0
\C=
1
|2| | |B |
r0+
1r0
C(M((D
*
B)r0)(z0))1r0, (3.14)
since
|B (v)|&v&z0& D*B(v) /211=(z0)(v)
C=D
*
B(v) /211=(z0)(v). (3.15)
Now, set
’=(v)#’ \&v&z0&= + .
Then B (v)#(B(v)&B(z0)) ’=(v), and since Dn1=0, we have
DnB (z)=| Dn(z&v)(B(v)&B(z)) ’=(v) dv
+(B(z)&B(z0)) | Dn(z&v)[’=(v)&’=(z)] dv. (3.16)
Since Dn(z) has vanishing first spatial moments on the sphere, for
&z&z0 &<30=, the absolute value of the second summand is no larger than
CD
*
B(z) {= |&z&v&<100= |Dn(z&v)[’=(v)&’=(z)&(v$&z$) {x’=(z)]| dv
+= |
&z&v&>100=
|Dn(z&v)| dv &’&=
CD
*
B(z), (3.17)
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where we have used a Taylor’s Theorem estimate for ’= to estimate the first
integral (recall that one time derivative has the effect of two space
derivatives).
It remains only to consider the first summand in (3.16), which equals
[Dn , B] ’= .
We set 2 #230=(z0). We will prove that, for some Lr bounded maximal
singular integral operator S V ,
\ 1|2| |2 |[Dn , B] ’= | r0+
1r0
C(M( |D
*
B| r0)(z0))1r0+(M((M({xB))r0)(z0))1r0
+(M((S
*
({xB))r0)(z0))1r0+(M((M2b))r0 (z0))1r0, (3.18)
where b=DparB, and where M 2b#M(Mb). We then use this last estimate
along with (3.17) to bound the Lr0 averages of DnB on 2 . Combining the
resulting bound with (3.14), (3.13), and (3.12), we obtain for (3.11)
the majorant C & f & #&1(1+&A&comm)N times
Mr0(M({xB))(z0)+Mr0(D*B)(z0)+Mr0(M
2b)(z0)+Mr0(S*({*B))(z0),
where Mr0 f #M( | f |
r0)1r0. Adding (3.10) and (3.11), we obtain (3.8). Thus,
we need only establish (3.18). To this end, we write [DnB] ’=(z) in parabolic
polar coordinates, and then integrate by parts to obtain
p .v . |
Sn&1
Dn(_) |

0
[B(z)&B(z&\:_)] ’=(z&\:_)
d\
\2
8(_) d_
#p .v . |
Sn&1
Dn(_) _$ } |

0
{xB(z&\:_) ’=(z&\:_)
d\
\
8(_) d_
+2 |
Sn&1
Dn(_) _n |

0

zn
B(z&\:_) ’=(z&\:_) d\ 8(_) d_
+|
Sn&1
Dn(_) _$ } |

0
[B(z)&B(z&\:_)] {x’=(z&\:_)
d\
\
8(_) d_
+2 |
Sn&1
Dn(_) _n |

0
[B(z)&B(z&\:_)]
_

zn
’=(z&\:_) d\ 8(_) d_
#I+II+III+IV.
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The terms III and IV are easy. By definition of ’= ,
|{x ’=(z&\:_)|C=&1/[&z&z0&\:_&<11=]
} zn ’=(z&\:_)}C=&2/[&z&z0&\:_&<11=] .
For z # 2 , we then have that
|III|+|IV|CD
*
B(z) {=&1 |
C=
0
d\+=&2 |
C=
0
\ d\=
=CD
*
B(z).
In rectangular coordinates,
|I|sup
=<0 } |&z&v&>= Dn(z&v)[z$&v$] } {xB(v) dv }+M({xB)(z)
#S
*
({xB)(z)+M({xB)(z).
By [FR1] (in particular, the fact that  Dn(_) _$8(_) d_=0), the operator S
and its corresponding maximal operator S
*
are ‘‘nice’’ parabolic singular
integral operators bounded on Lr, 1<r<. It remains only to handle Il. We
begin by noting that, by definition,

zn
B=Dn b,
where b#Dpar B (we recall that Dn #Ipar(t), where Ipar #D&1par is given by
(1.12)). We note also that by [FR1], the operator I par given by convolution
with Dn(z) zn is ‘‘parabolically smoothing’’, i.e. Dpar I par : Lr  Lr, 1<r<.
Now,
II=I par(Dn b1’=)(z)+I par(Dn b2’=)(z), (3.19)
where b=b1+b2 , and b1=b’5= #b’(& } &z0 &5=). Since b2 is supported in
(250=(z0))C, the second summand in (3.19) is dominated in absolute value by
C |
&z&u&<31=
&z&v&1&d |’=(v)| |
&v&w&>39=
&v&w&&d&1 b(w) dw dv
CM 2b(z), (3.20)
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where we have used that &z&z0&<30=, if z # 2 . Next, we write the first sum-
mand in (3.19) as
I par([Dn , ’=] b1)(z)+I par Dn(b1’=).
Plugging the last term into the left side of (3.18), we obtain
\12 |2 |I parDn(b1’=)| r0+
1r0
C \12 | |b1’= | r0+
1r0
C(M( |b| r0)(z0))1r0, (3.21)
where we have used that, by [FR1], I parDn is bounded on Lr, 1<r<.
Finally, we note that by [H1] (or even [FR1]),
&[Dn , ’=] f &pCp, ’=&1 & f &p .
Also |Dn(z) zn |C&z&1&d. Thus, by the parabolic version of the
HardyLittlewoodSobolev theorem
\12 |2 |I par([Dn , ’=] b1)| r0+
1r0
Cp, r0 =
&1=&dr0 \| |b1 | p+
1p
,
where 1r0=(1p)&(1d ), so that =&1&dr0==&dp. But this last expression is
then dominated by C(M( |b| p)(z0))1p. We now combine this estimate with
(3.21), along with Lr0 averages over 2 of (3.20) and our bounds for I, III and
IV, to obtain (3.18). This concludes the proof of (3.8).
We now turn to the proof of (3.7). The argument will follow that of
[H2, Section 2], and is based on the strategy of Christ’s proof of the L2 boun-
dedness of the Cauchy integral operator [Ch] (and therefore relies also on
some ideas of P. Jones [JnsP]). We write T= T 1= +T
2
= , where
T 1= f (z)#|
&z&v&>=
B(z)&B(v)
&z&v&
cos \A(z)&A(v)&z&v& + K(z&v) f (v) dv
T 2= f (z)#|
&z&v&>=
cos \A(z)&A(v)&z&v& + K(z&v)[z$&v$] } {xB(v) f (v) dv,
where K(z) is even in z$, for each zn . The case E=sine, K is odd in z$ can be
bounded by the same argument. It is enough to prove (3.7) for T= , with a
bound that is uniform in =. Furthermore,
&T 2= f &rCr(1+&A&comm)
N & f & &{xB&r ,
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by [H2, Theorem 1]. Thus, it is enough to consider T 1= , and furthermore it
is enough to consider a smoothly truncated version, again call it T 1= , defined
by
T 1= f (z)#|
Rn
B(z)&B(v)
&z&v&
cos \A(z)&A(v)&z&v& + K=(z&v) f (v) dv,
where K=(z)#K(z)[1&’(&z&=)], and ’ is our usual smooth cut-off function.
By (1.15) applied to B, along with the fact that, by [H1], |A(z)&A(v)|
C&A&comm &z&v&, we have that
H=(z, v)#
B(z)&B(v)
&z&v&
cos \A(z)&A(v)&z&v& + K=(z&v)
satisfies (1.4) and (1.5) uniformly in =. By Theorem 1.1, it is therefore enough
to show that T 1= 1, T =
1*1 # Lr, and that T 1= satisfies r-WBP (1.8), with con-
stants which are uniform in =. We consider T 1= 1, as the transpose may be
treated by the same argument. Recall the definition of the ‘‘sharp function’’
of Fefferman and Stein [FS2]:
f *(z)#sup
I % z
1
|I | |I | f &mI f |
where the sup runs over all parabolic cubes containing z, and mI f #
|I |&1 I f. By [FS2], or rather a parabolic version of their result whose proof
is virtually identical, it is enough to show that (T 1= 1)
* # Lr, uniformly in =.
As is well known, it is enough to do this with mI f replaced by a constant cI
of our choosing, in the definition of f *. Furthermore, by a routine modifica-
tion of the standard argument, exploiting the regularity condition (1.5) it is
enough to show that
1
|I | |I |T
1
= ’I (I )| dzC(1+&A&comm)N mI hB (3.22)
where ’I (z)#’(&z&z0&cn&), where |I |=&d, I is a parabolic cube concentric
with I such that |I |=Cn |I |, Cn is a purely dimensional constant, z0 is the cen-
ter of I, and where
mI hB # |I | &1 |
I
hB ,
and
&hB&rCr &Dpar B&r .
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We note that (3.22) also implies r-WBP (1.8). Indeed, to prove (1.8), it is
enough to establish (3.22), but with ’I replaced by a more general ,=,I as
in (1.7) (it is a routine matter to pass from parabolic balls to parabolic cubes
and vice versa). But since ’I #1 on supp ,I , we write
T 1= ,I =T
1
= ,I ’I
=,IT 1= ’I+[T
1
= , ,I] ’I #I+II.
To handle I, we apply (3.22). To treat II, we use (1.4), and then the smooth-
ness of , to weaken the singularity. Then r-WBP follows.
We have therefore reduced matters to proving (3.22). By dilation
invariance, we may take &=1. By the ‘‘localization lemma’’ of [H2,
Appendix], we may assume that &DparA&\+&A&commC\;, 1<\<.
Following [Ch], we choose , # C 0 (14, 1) such that
|

0
,(\)
d\
\
=1, |

0
,(\)
d\
\2
=0. (3.23)
We now replace T 1= ’I (z) by
|
1
0
|
Rn
,\&z&v&* +
B(z)&B(v)
&z&v&
cos \A(z)&A(v)&z&v& + K=(z&v) dv
d*
*
.
By (1.15) applied to B, we have that for z # I, the error committed is
dominated pointwise by h B(z)+Mh B(z), for an appropriate h B satisfying
&h B&rCr &Dpar B&r , 1<r<.
We now write this last expression
|
1
0
|
Rn
, \&z&v&* +
B(z)&B(v)&(z$&v$) } P* {xB(z)
&z&v&
_cos \A(z)&A(v)&z&v& + K=(z&v) dv
d*
*
(3.24)
+|
1
0
|
Rn
, \&z&v&* +
(z$&v$) } P* {xB(z)
&z&v&
_cos \A(z)&A(v)&z&v& + K=(z&v) dv
d*
*
(3.25)
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We consider (3.24) first. We have
cos(A(z)&A(v)&z&v&)
=cos \(z$&v$) } P* {xA(z)&z&v& + (3.26)
+
A(z)&A(v)&(z$&v$) } P* {xA(z)
&z&v&
E(z, v),
where |E(z, v)|1. (3.27)
Since , is supported on an annulus, the contribution of (3.27) to (3.24) is
dominated by
C \|
1
0
*&d&2 |&z&v&* |B(z)&B(v)&(z$&v$) } P* {xB(z)|
2 dv
d*
* +
12
times an identical term but with B replaced by A. We integrate the resulting
product over the unit parabolic cube I centered at z0 , and apply Schwarz, to
obtain
C \|I |
1
0
*&d&2 |
&z&v&*
|B(z)&B(v)&(z$&v$) } P* {xB(z)| 2 dv
d*
*
dz+
12
(3.28)
times an identical term but with B replaced by A. By Plancherel’s Theorem
(see [H2] for more details in a more general situation) the latter is
dominated by
&DparA&2C;,
where, as noted previously, we had localized A so that &A&comm+&DparA&p
Cp ;. Similarly, (3.28) is bounded by
\| |Dpar B |2+
12
,
where we have replaced, as we may, B by
B (v)#(B(v)&B(z0)) ’(&v&z0&).
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But by (3.5) and our previous arguments (see (3.13) through (3.21) and their
proofs) applied with exponent 2 in place of r0 , we have that this last expres-
sion is no larger than a constant times
\|I |M({xB)| 2+
12
+\|I |D*B|2+
12
+\|I |M2b|2+
12
+\|I |S*({xB)|2+
12
,
where b=Dpar B, and S* is an L
p bounded maximal singular integral as
before, and where I =50I. We now replace each of F1=M({xB), F2=D*B,F3=M2b, and F4=S*({x B) by (M( |F i |
r0))1r0 where 2<r0<r. We can then
replace the L2 averages of these A1 weights by an L1 average, which implies
(3.22) for the present term.
Next we consider the contribution of (3.26) to (3.24), which equals
|
1
0
|
Rn
, \&z&v&* +
B(z)&B(v)&(z$&v$) } P* {xB(z)
&z&v&
_H=(P* {xA(z), z&v) dv
d*
*
, (3.29)
where
H=(x, z)#cos \z$ } x&z& + K(z) _1&’ \
&z&
= +&
#H(x, z) _1&’ \&z&= +&
Then H(x, z) satisfies
(i) For each x # Rn&1, H(x, *:z)#*&dH(x, z).
(ii) For each x # Rn&1, H(x, z) is even in z$.
(iii) For a large, fixed m to be chosen (m is the order of smoothness
which we impose on K),
ess sup
|x|C;
sup
|#| m
z # Zn&1
{1 }\ z+
#
H(x, z)}+ }\ z+
#
{xH(x, z)}=C;m. (3.30)
We then have the spherical harmonic development
H(x, z)# :
k, j
ak, j (x) Yk, j (&z&&: z)&z&d
# :
k, j
ak, j (x) Hk, j (z).
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where we may take all the Yk, j to be even in z$, and where, by (3.30)(iii), and
well known properties of spherical harmonics,
&ak, j&L( |x|C;)+&{xak, j &L( |x| C;)C;mk&m. (3.31)
Here k denotes the degree of the spherical harmonics Yk, j , j=1, ..., hk , where
hk denotes the dimension of the space of spherical harmonics of degree k. As
is well known
hkCkn&2 (3.32)
and
"\ z+
#
Yk, j"L(Sn&1) Ck |#| +(n&2)2. (3.33)
Thus, (3.29) equals
|
1
0
:
k, j
ak, j (P* {xA(z)) |
Rn
, \&z&v&* +
B(z)&B(v)
&z&v&
Hk, j, =(z&v) dv
d*
*
,
(3.34)
where Hk, j, = Hk, j[1&’(& }&=)]. Here we have used the fact that Hk, j is
even in (z$&v$), so that the part of (3.29) involving (z$&v$) } p* {xB(z) is
zero. By writing the dv integral in parabolic polar coordinates, and then using
the second identity in (3.23), we see that the B(z) term in (3.34) is vacuous,
except for an error term (which arises from the smooth truncation of Hh, j at
level =) controlled by D V B(z). Thus, by homogeneity, modulo a harmless
error term, (3.34) equals
:
k, j
|

C=
ak, j (P* {xA(z)) *&1Q (0)k, j, * B(z)
d*
*
(3.35)
where Q (0)k, j, * denotes convolution with the kernel
Q (0)k, j, *(z)#,(&z&*)(&z&*)&1 Hk, j (z).
Clearly Q (0)K, j, *1#0, and since Hk, j (z) is even in z$, the kernel Q (0)k, j, *(z) has
vanishing first moments in the space variable. Thus, a routine argument
involving (3.33) shows that if Q k, j, * #*&1Ipar Q (0)k, j, * , then the kernel
Q k, j, *(z) satisfies
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(i) |Q k, j, *(z)|Ck(n&2)2
*
(*+&z&)d+1
(3.36)
(ii) |Q k, j, *(z)&Q k, j, *(w)|Ck1+(n&2)2
&z&w&
(*+&z&)d+1
,
whenever &z&w&*. But
*&1Q (0)k, j, *B#Q k, j, *b,
where b=Dpar B. Then (3.35) equals
Tb(z)# :
k, j
k&m+1+(n&2)2 |

C=
kmaj, k(P* {x A(z))
_k&1&(n&2)2Q k, j, *b(z)
d*
*
. (3.37)
If we now choose m large enough, then by (3.31), (3.32), (3.36) and [H2,
Lemma, Section 2] (which follows [Ch]), we have that T is a (truncated)
Caldero nZygmund operator, with
&Tb&rCr;m &b&r ,
with a bound independent of =, where ;#&A&comm . This implies (3.22) for the
present term. This concludes our treatment of (3.24). It now remains only to
consider (3.25). We apply a second order Taylor expansion to the cosine
term, so that cos([A(z)&A(v)]&z&v&)#(3.26) plus
A(z)&A(v)&(z$&v$) } P* {xA(z)
&z&v&
sin \(z$&v$) } P* {xA(x)&z&v& +
+0 \ |A(z)&A(v)&(z$&v$) } P* {xA(z)|
2
&z&v&2 + . (3.38)
The contribution of (3.26) to (3.25) is zero, since the resulting integrand is
odd in (z$&v$). The contribution to (3.25) of the first term is (3.38) is
dominated by M({xB)(z) times a term which can be handled just like (3.29),
to produce
M({xB)(z) |T a(z)|,
plus harmless error terms, where T is analogous to T in (3.37) and a#Dpar A.
Then
|
I
M({xB) |T a|C \|I M({xB)2+
12
;m &a&2 ,
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and (3.22) follows for this term if we replace M({xB) by an appropriate A1
weight, and recall that by our localization we have &a&2C;. Finally, the
‘‘big 0’’ term, can be handled by an obvious modification of the argument
used to treat the contribution of (3.27) to (3.24). This concludes the proof of
Theorem 3.1. K
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APPENDIX: The Mary Weiss Lemma
Loukas Grafakos* , - and Steve Hofmann* , 
Department of Mathematics, University of Missouri, Columbia, Missouri 65211-0001
If F is a function on Rn and |{F | in Lp for some p>n, it can be
shown that for fixed y, the function Fy (x)=|F(x)&F(y)||x&y| is in Lp.
A lemma due to Mary Weiss [CaC] says that the supremum of Fy over all
y # Rn&[x] is also in Lp.
We will generalize this lemma for arbitrary dilations and fractional order
differentiation. We first introduce some notation. We let :=(:1 , ..., :n)
denote a multiindex with real entries such that 1=:1:2 } } } :n .
Define k0=max[ j : :j=1], and for z # Rn, let z$=(z1 , ..., zk0) and
z"=(zk0+1 , ..., zn). We set
{z$ f =\ fz1 , ...,
f
zk0+ and (0.1)
{z" f =\ fzk0+1 , ...,
f
zn+ . (0.2)
Let & } & denote the unique positive solution \ of the equation
:
n
j=1
z2j
\2:j
=1. (0.3)
We call & } & the nonisotropic norm associated with the multiindex :.
Note that & } & is homogeneous of degree one with respect to the family
of dilations
z  *:z=(*:1z1 , ..., *:nzn). (0.4)
* University of Missouri, Columbia, Missouri 65211. E-mail: loukasmath.missouri.edu,
hofmannmath.missouri.edu.
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We define the nonisotropic fractional differentiation operator D; by
D;f@(‘)=&‘&; f (‘). (0.5)
We also define the nonisotropic HardyLittlewood maximal function
associated with the norm & } & by
(Mf )(z)=sup
I
1
|I | |I | f (y)| dy, (0.6)
where the supremum is taken over all sets I=[w : &w&z&N] with
N>0. Let d=|:|=nj=1 :j be the homogeneous dimension of the norm
& } &. Below Lq will always be Lq(Rn) for some fixed n2. We have the
following
Lemma. Let 0<;1 and let d;<r<. Then for all p with
d;<p<r, there exists a constant Cp, ;>0 such that for all A on Rn with
D;A=a # Lr, we have
|A(u)&A(v)|Cp, ; &u&v&; [[M( |a| p)(u)]1p+M( |a| )(u)+(R*a)(u)],
(0.7)
where R
*
denotes a ‘‘nice’’ nonisotropic maximal singular integral which is
bounded on Lp for all p>1.
1. The Case ;=1. By definition A=J;a, where J; is the nonisotropic
Riesz potential defined by
J; f@(‘)=&‘&&; f (‘). (1.1)
We set J1=J. If J is the kernel of J, then by [FR], J is in
C(Rn&[0]), and
J(*:z)=*(1&d )J(z). (1.2)
We introduce a smooth cutoff function ’ with ’=1 on [&10, 10] and
’=0 on the complement of [&20, 20]. Set $=&u&v&. We have
A(u)&A(v)=| [J(u&w)&J(v&w)] a(w) dw
=| J 1(u&w) a(w) dw&| J1(v&w) a(w) dw
+| [J2(u&w)&J 2(v&w)] a(w) dw
=I+II+III,
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where J1(z)=J(z) ’(&z&$) and J2(z)=J(z)[1&’(&z&$)]. To estimate
term I, we use (1.2) and a routine modification of the argument is [St,
pp. 6264]. We obtain that
|I|C $M( |a| )(u)=C &u&v& M( |a| )(u). (1.3)
By Ho lder’s inequality and (1.2), we have
|II|\ &u&w&20$ |a(w)|
p dw+
1p
\ &u&w&20$ &v&w&
(1&d ) p$ dw+
1p$
C$[M( |a| p)(u)]1p, (1.4)
since &u&w&20$ implies that &v&w&21$ and the required inequality
(1&d ) p$>&d follows from p>d. This completes the estimate for term II.
We now write term III as follows:
| [J2(u&w)&J2(v&w)&(u$&v$) } ({u$ J 2)(u&w)] a(w) dw
+(u$&v$) | ({u$ J 2)(u&w) a(w) dw
=III1+III2 . (1.5)
Note that J2(u&w) is supported where &u&w&10$. By Taylor’s theorem
and (1.2) we have that the expression inside curly brackets in III1 is
bounded in absolute value by
|(u"&v") } ({u" J 2)(u&w)|+O \ $
2
($+&u&w&)d+1+
C :
n
j=k0+1
$:j
($+&u&w&)d+:j&1
+O \ $
2
($+&u&w&)d+1+
C$
$=
($+&u&w&)d+=
for some =>0. (1.6)
Clearly the integral of (1.6) is bounded by C $M( |a| )(u).
Finally, let R9 (z)=({z$J)(z). R is a nonisotropic Caldero nZygmund
kernel, that is homogeneous of degree &d and C away from the origin.
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We have ({z$ J2)(z)=J 21+J
2
2 , where J
2
1=[1&’(&z&$)]({z$J)(z) and
J22=&J(z) {z$ (’(&z&$)). The operator with kernel J
2
2 can be shown as
before to be pointwise bounded by CM( |a| )(u). The operator with kernel
J21 is dominated by
R
*
a(u)=sup
$>0 } | R(u&w) _1&’ \
&u&w&
$ +& a(w) dw } , (1.7)
and R
*
is a ‘‘nice’’ maximal singular integral which maps Lp to Lp
for all p>1. Since &u$&v$&$, it follows that term III2 satisfies the
estimate (0.7).
2. The Case of Fractional Differentiation. We now take up the case
0<;<1. As before, we have
A(u)&A(v)=| [J; (u&w)&J; (v&w)] a(w) dw
=| J 1; (u&w) a(w) dw&| J 1; (v&w) a(w) dw
+| [J 2; (u&w) a(w)&J 2; (v&w)] a(w) dw
=I+II+III,
where J 1; (z)=J; (z) ’(&z&$), J
2
; (z)=J; (z)&J
1
; (z), $=&u&v&, and ’ is
the bump introduced in the previous section. It is easy to see that |J; (z)|
C &z&;&d. We certainly have that |I |C $;M( |a| )(u). Also, Ho lder’s
inequality gives
|II|\ &u&w&20$ |a(w)|
p dw+
12
\ &u&w&20$ &v&w&
(;&d ) p$ dw+
1p$
C$[M( |a| p)(u)]1p,
if (;&d) p$>&d, i.e., p>d;. Finally in term III, &v&w&t&u&w&>>$, so
|J; (u&w)&J; (v&w)|C
&u&v&
&u&w&d+1&;
/&u&w&>$
C
$1&;
($+&u&w&)d+1&;
.
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Since 0<1&;<1, integrating with respect to w, we obtain that
|III|C $;M( |a| )(u)
This concludes the proof of the lemma.
3. Remarks and Applications. The analogous formulation of (0.7) for
1<;<n is
}A(y)& :|#|[;]
1
#!
#A
x#
(x)(y&x)# }
Cp, ; &x&y&; [[M( |a| p)(x)]1p+M( |a| )(x)+(R*a)(x)], (3.1)
where n; < p < r and a = D;A is in Lr . Here [;] is the greatest
integer ;.
Let us sketch the proof of (3.1) in the special case where : j=1 for all j.
Fix x and y and let t=y&x. The left hand side of (3.1) is the sum of the
following three expressions:
|
|z&x| 10 |t|
( |y&z|&n+;& :
|#|[;]
t#
#!
#
x#
( |x&z|&n+;)+ a(z) dz (3.2)
&|
|z&x| 10 |t|
:
|#|[;]
t#
#!
#
x#
( |x&z|&n+;) a(z) dz (3.3)
|
|z&x| 10 |t|
|y&z|&n+; a(z) dz. (3.4)
By Taylor’s theorem there exists a !z on the line segment joining x&z to
y&z such that
|y&z|&n+;& :
|#|[;]
t#
#!
#
x#
( |x&z|&n+;)
= :
|#| =[;]+1
t#
#!
#
x#
( |x&z|&n+;) |x=!z .
The #th derivative of |x&z|&n+; decays like |x&z|&n+;&|#| near infinity
and since |!z&z| is comparable to |z&x|, we estimate (3.2) by
:
|#| =[;]+1
C# |t| |#| |
|z&x|10 |t|
|z&x|&n&(|#|&;) |a(z)| dzC |t| ; M( |a| )(x),
(3.5)
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where we used that 1+[;]&;>0. To estimate (3.3) note that for any
fixed |#|[;], we have
} | |z&x|10 |t| t#
#
x#
( |z&x| &n+;) a(z) dz }
C# |t| |#| |
|z&x|10 |t|
|z&x|&n+;&|#| |a(z)| dzC# |t|; M( |a| )(x),
(3.6)
provided that ;&|#|>0, which certainly holds unless ; is an integer and
|#|=;. In this exceptional case we argue differently. Suppose that ; is an
integer and fix #=(#1 , ..., #n) with |#|=;. Let R#=R#11 R
#2
2 } } } R
#n
n , where R j
is the usual j th Riesz transform. Also let (R#)* be the maximal truncated
singular integral of R# . If K# is the kernel of the operator R# , an easy
calculation gives that #x# ( |x| &n+;)=c#K# (x). Therefore, when ; is an
integer, we estimate the part of the sum in (3.3) with |#|=; by
} t; \( f V K#)(x)&| |z&x| 10 |t| K# (x&z) a(z) dz+}
C |t|; [(R#)* (a)(x)+(R#a)(x)].
Finally, note the the domain of integration of the integral in (3.4) is
contained in the set [z : |z&y|11 |t|]. We apply Ho lder’s inequality to
the functions |z&y|&n+; / |z&y|11 |t| and a(z) / |z&x| 10 |t| with exponents
p$ and p respectively. Since n;<p<r, the function |z&y|&n+; / |z&y|11 |t|
is in Lp$. We deduce that (3.4) is bounded by C |t| ; [M( |a| p)]1p (x).
As a consequence, we obtain
Corollary. Let 0<;<n and n;<r<. Suppose that a=D;A is in
Lr. Then
A
*
(u)= sup
v # Rn&[u] }A(v)& :|#|[;]
1
#!
#A
u#
(u)(v&u)# }<|u&v| ; (3.7)
is also in Lr (with norm Cr, ; &a&Lr .)
Let A be a function as in the corollary. When ;1, (3.7) implies that for
all =>0, there exists a set SA , whose complement has measure less than =,
on which A is Ho lder continuous of order ; in the following sense: there
exists a constant C, which depends on A, n, r, and =, such that
for all u # SA and all v # Rn, we have |A(u)&A(v)|C |u&v| ;. (3.8)
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When r=, SA can be taken to be the whole space. For r<, (3.8) gives
a weaker version of Ho lder continuity.
One might guess that A
*
could be in weak Lr if r=n;. This turns out
to be false, as the example A(x)=(log log 1|x| ) / |x|1 shows in R2 when
r=2 and ;=1.
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